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Abstract—Modern companies and institutions rely on data to guide every single decision. Missing or incorrect information seriously compromises any decision process. In previous work, we presented Deequ, a Spark-based library for automating the verification of data quality at scale. Deequ provides a declarative API, which combines common quality constraints with user-defined validation code, and thereby enables unit tests for data.

However, we found that the previous computational model of Deequ is not flexible enough for many scenarios in modern data pipelines, which handle large, partitioned datasets. Such scenarios require the evaluation of dataset-level quality constraints after individual partition updates, without having to re-read already processed partitions. Additionally, such scenarios often require the verification of data quality on select combinations of partitions.

We therefore present a differential generalization of the computational model of Deequ, based on algebraic states with monoid properties. We detail how to efficiently implement the corresponding operators and aggregation functions in Apache Spark. Furthermore, we show how to optimize the resulting workloads to minimize the required number of passes over the data, and empirically validate that our approach decreases the runtimes for updating data metrics under data changes and for different combinations of partitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data is a central resource for modern enterprises and institutions. Online retailers, for example, rely on data to support customers’ buying decisions, to forecast demand or to schedule deliveries. Any such decision can be seriously compromised by missing or incorrect information with detrimental impact on downstream processes, especially if it is automated with machine learning. A further complication is that many modern data sources such as key-value stores and distributed file systems do not support integrity constraints and distributed file systems do not support integrity constraints and quality checks, and often do not even provide a schema for the data. In order to address this challenge, we have recently introduced Deequ—a Spark-based library for the automation of data quality verification at scale. Deequ allows its users to define unit tests for data based on a declarative API, which combines common quality constraints with user-defined validation code. Many modern data pipelines, however, operate on partitioned and evolving datasets that pose particular opportunities and challenges for data quality verification. For instance, a dataset may consist of different partitions which are updated or replaced individually. In this case, we may want to evaluate dataset-level constraints without having to re-read already processed partitions. In another cases we might be interested in verifying the data quality of certain combinations of partitions, e.g., for particular timespans. Previous versions of Deequ do not support these scenarios, only the special case of strictly growing datasets.

In this paper, we address this gap and extend Deequ’s computational model by introducing states with algebraic monoid properties (Section II). This enables computation of metrics from combinations of partition states and flexible adaption to various scenarios of constraint evaluation on partitioned data.

Figure 1 illustrates how Deequ would execute differential quality validation in an exemplary scenario of ingesting an updated partition for a partitioned dataset with differential data quality validation. Deequ evaluates the quality constraints using aggregated quality metric states and does not need to touch the existing data partitions.

https://github.com/awslabs/deequ

Fig. 1. Ingestion of an updated data partition for a partitioned dataset with differential data quality validation. Deequ evaluates the quality constraints using aggregated quality metric states and does not need to touch the existing data partitions.
not need to touch the remaining data partitions, and the states are typically small and fast to aggregate.

We show how to implement the proposed abstraction efficiently and detail how to generate aggregation queries in SQL for our stateful metrics computation. We describe how to execute the resulting queries with a highly reduced number of passes over the data compared to naive execution (Section II). Finally, we experimentally show that our proposed extensions give rise to large savings in computational cost (Section V).

In summary, we provide the following contributions:

- We present a formal algebraic computation model for differential metrics computation (Section II).
- We outline an algorithm for the optimized simultaneous computation of a large set of data quality metrics (Section III).
- We provide an experimental evaluation showcasing the reduction in the number of Spark jobs by our execution algorithm and the decrease in runtime for computing metrics on growing datasets, for updating dataset metrics under data changes, and for computing metrics on different combinations of partitions (Section V).

**II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL**

In the following, we detail the proposed extension to our computational model. The basic operation in Deequ is to compute a metric (typically a single real number) from data \( d \in D \) of a specific domain \( D \) (e.g., rows in a data frame with a given schema) and allow users to define constraints on this metric (such as a threshold for the ratio of missing values in a column of the data). In Deequ, so-called analyzers allow users to compute these metrics, where a single analyzer is in general modeled as a function \( D \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). As already discussed in the introduction, this computational model is unfortunately not flexible enough to handle various common scenarios: (i) we might encounter data \( d^{(t+1)} = d^{(t)} \cup \Delta d \) that grows over time, where a set of new records \( \Delta d \) is regularly appended (e.g., log events of production systems)\(^3\). In such cases we want to update the metrics for the data based on the small delta \( \Delta d \) and not have to re-scan the previous data \( d^{(t)} \); (ii) the second scenario is when data is partitioned and individual partitions get replaced, e.g. a table \( d = \bigcup_p d_p \) with \( p \) partitions (e.g. log data partitioned by country) where the data for a partition is updated atomically. Again, we do not want to have to re-scan the whole dataset to update its metrics, but have our computation work with the data \( d_j \) of a particular partition \( j \); (iii) a third scenario is when we only want to compute the metrics for a particular subset of the partitions of a dataset.

*Introduction of algebraic states.* In order to gain the required flexibility to tackle the mentioned scenarios, we enhance the computational model underlying Deequ’s analyzers. We redesign the analyzer to provide a function \( s : D \rightarrow S \) to compute a state (sufficient statistics) of a domain \( S \) for a metric from data, and a second function \( m : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) to compute the actual metric from the state. Given data \( d \in D \), we compute a metric by composing \( s \) and \( m \) as \( m(s(d)) \). Additionally, we introduce a generalized addition function \( \oplus : S \times S \rightarrow S \) for the states of a metric, and enforce the algebraic structure of a commutative monoid on \( (S, \oplus, \mathbb{0}) \). That means that the generalized addition must be associative: \( \forall d_1, d_2, d_3 \in D : [s(d_1) \oplus s(d_2)] \oplus s(d_3) = s(d_1) \oplus [s(d_2) \oplus s(d_3)] \). Furthermore, we require the existence of an identity element \( \mathbb{0} \) (the state of an empty set), such that \( \forall d \in D : s(d) \oplus \mathbb{0} = \mathbb{0} \oplus s(d) = s(d) \) holds, and we enforce commutativity: \( \forall d_1, d_2 \in D : s(d_1) \oplus s(d_2) = s(d_2) \oplus s(d_1) \). These algebraic properties allow us to implement the state computations as parallel aggregations in Apache Spark: associativity and commutativity enable parallel execution of the computations\(^4\) and the identity element allows us to handle edge cases like columns which only consist of NULL values. Finally, we require the property that state computation and generalized addition distribute over the union of disjoint sets of data tuples: \( \forall d_1, d_2 \in D, d_1 \cap d_2 = \emptyset : s(d_1 \cup d_2) = s(d_1) \oplus s(d_2) \). This allows us to compute metrics from aggregated states of parts of the data instead of the dataset as a whole, which is the basic requirement that we need to tackle our use cases: \( m(s(d_1 \cup d_2)) = m(s(d_1) \oplus s(d_2)) \).

*Examples.* The completeness metric denotes the ratio of non-missing values in a column. The corresponding monoid is \((\mathbb{b}^2, +, [0, 0])\), states are 2-tuples from a subset of \( \mathbb{N}^2 \) which represent the number of non-null values in a column as well as the overall number of rows. Merging two of these states requires simple addition and the identity element is the zero tuple. Another example is estimating the cardinality of a column using hyperloglog (HLL) sketches\(^5\). The monoid for this metric is \((\{0, 1\}^d, \vee, [0, \ldots, 0])\); states correspond to the \( d \)-dimensional bitstring in which the sketch stores its counters, addition is conducted by logical disjunction of two such bitstrings and the identity element is the zero string. Another simple example is the Maximum metric which denotes the maximum value in a numeric column and uses the \((\mathbb{R}, \text{max}, -\infty)\) monoid: states are real numbers, the addition of two states reduces the computation of the maximum between the two values and the identity element is represented by negative infinity. We provide a list of the metrics supported by our library and their corresponding states and addition functions in Table I.

In the following, we elaborate how these algebraic properties enable the previously mentioned use case scenarios.

*Scenario 1: Append-only growth of a table.* This lets us easily handle the case of incrementally growing data \( d^{(t+1)} = d^{(t)} \cup \Delta d \) where we already have access to the state \( s(d^{(t)}) \) from the previous version \( t \). We compute the state \( s(\Delta d) \) for the new records and merge it with the existing state \( s(d^{(t)}) \) without needing to re-scan \( d^{(t)} \) as follows \( m(s(\Delta d)) = m(s(d^{(t)}) \oplus s(\Delta d)) \).

*Scenario 2: Partition replacement.* For a partitioned table \( d = \bigcup_p d_p \) with \( p \) partitions, where we updated a single partition \( d_j \), we recompute the metrics by aggregating the states of the remaining partitions with the newly computed state \( s(d_j) \).
for partition $j$ via $m(s(d)) = m(s(d_j) \oplus \bigoplus_{p \neq j} s(d_p))$.

**Scenario 3: Different ‘views’ of a dataset** We might want to run tests on different combinations of partitions of a dataset. An example would be a case where the data is partitioned by days $D$ and regions $R$ and we are interested in the metrics for the day ‘2018/08/12’ in all regions $m(\bigoplus \in R s(d_{‘2018/08/12’,r}))$ or the metrics for a week in a particular region, e.g., ‘EU’ as $m(\bigoplus d \in D s(d_{d,‘EU’}))$.

### III. IMPLEMENTATION

We introduce our Scala-based implementation of the proposed computational model. At the heart of the implementation are **analyzers**: operators that compute **metrics**. We first describe their design and later detail how we execute them efficiently. As required by our computational model, every analyzer has a corresponding state with the generalized addition function $\oplus$ for other states of the same type:

```scala
trait State[S <: State[S]] {
  def +(other: S): S /* Addition operation */
}
```

The analyzer itself then defines the function $s : D \rightarrow S$ which computes a state from a Spark dataframe as `computeStateFrom` and the function $m : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ which computes the final numeric metric from the state as `computeMetricFrom`. The identity element $\emptyset$ is represented by the `None` variant of Scala’s `Option[S]`.

```scala
trait Analyzer[S <: State[S], +M <: Metric[_]] {
  /* Compute the state from a partition */
  def computeStateFrom(part: DataFrame): Option[S] /* Compute the metric from the state */
  def computeMetricFrom(state: Option[S]): M
}
```

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyzer</th>
<th>Semantic</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Addition function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ApproxCountDistinct</td>
<td>hyperloglog (HLL) cardinality estimate</td>
<td>HLL sketch [10]</td>
<td>HLL sketch merge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApproxQuantile</td>
<td>approximate quantile of column values</td>
<td>quantile sketch [9]</td>
<td>quantile sketch merge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>fraction of non-missing values in a column</td>
<td>(#non-null values, #rows)</td>
<td>element-wise addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>ratio of values matching a predicate</td>
<td>(sum, #rows)</td>
<td>element-wise addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>correlation between two columns</td>
<td>online covariance statistics [5]</td>
<td>online covariance update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataType</td>
<td>data type inference for a column</td>
<td>type match counts</td>
<td>element-wise addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>maximal value in a column</td>
<td>current maximum</td>
<td>max()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>mean value in a column</td>
<td>current minimum</td>
<td>min()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>minimal value in a column</td>
<td></td>
<td>element-wise addition addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatternMatch</td>
<td>ratio of values matching a regex</td>
<td></td>
<td>online update of moments [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>number of records</td>
<td>1st and 2nd central moment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StandardDeviation</td>
<td>standard deviation of column values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzers that only require a shareable scan of the input data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyzer</th>
<th>Semantic</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Addition function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CountDistinct</td>
<td>number of distinct values in a column</td>
<td>(value frequencies, #rows)</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctness</td>
<td>unique row ratio in a column</td>
<td>(value frequencies, #rows)</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>entropy of the value distribution</td>
<td>(value frequencies, #rows)</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MutualInformation</td>
<td>mutual information between two columns</td>
<td>(value frequencies, #rows)</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td>unique value ratio in a column</td>
<td>(value frequencies, #rows)</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniqueValueRatio</td>
<td>ratio of unique values to cardinality</td>
<td>value frequencies</td>
<td>outer join + summation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the implementation presented so far would be sufficient to cover our computational model, it would result in suboptimal execution behavior, as every analyzer would have to conduct a pass over the data in its `computeStateFrom` method. We designed a special implementation for analyzers that compute simple aggregations over the data, which can share scans over the data with other analyzers of this type:

```scala
trait ScanShareableAnalyzer[S <: State[S], +M <: Metric[_]] extends Analyzer[S, M] {
  /* Aggregations to compute on the data */
  def aggregationFunctions(): Seq[Column]
  /* Compute state from the aggregation result */
  def fromAgg(result: Row, offset: Int): Option[S]
}
```

The idea here is that the analyzers generate aggregation functions in `aggregationFunctions` (instead of accessing the data directly). These aggregation functions will be executed by our system in an efficient manner. Each analyzer constructs its state from the result of the aggregation function via `fromAgg` afterwards. **Example.** We provide a concrete example of how a metric can be computed based on this design. We choose the completeness metric, which is defined as the ratio of non-null values in a column (e.g., a completeness of 1.0 implies no missing values). The state $CState$ corresponding to the metric lives in a subset of $\mathbb{R}^2$; it consists of the number of non-null values in the investigated data as well the overall number of rows. Adding states of this type only requires us to add the respective counts.

```scala
case class CState(nonNull: Long, count: Long)
  extends State[CState] {
    def +(o: CState): CState = CState(nonNull + o.nonNull, count + o.count)
  }
```
Algorithm 1: Optimized execution of a set of analyzers with potentially pre-existing state to aggregate.

```scala
/** Precompute aggregations for shareable analyzers that do not require grouping */
1  F ← ∅
2  for analyzer a ∈ A with grouping_cols(a) = ∅ :
3    if can_share_scans(a) :
4      F ← F ∪ aggregation functions defined by a
5    R ← compute aggregations F on data d

/** Compute states and metrics for all analyzers that do not require grouping */
6  for analyzer a ∈ A with grouping_cols(a) = ∅ :
7    if can_share_scans(a) :
8      s_a ← compute state for a from R
9    else:
10       s_a ← compute state on data d
11       m_a ← compute metric from s_a ⊕ s_a
12       add (a, s_a, m_a) to result

/** States and metrics for all analyzers that require a particular grouping of the data */
13  G ← set of all sets of grouping columns from A
14  for grouping columns g ∈ G :
15    d_g ← group data by g and count values

/** Aggregations for shareable analyzers */
16  F_g ← ∅
17  for analyzer a ∈ A with grouping_cols(a) = g :
18    if can_share_scans(a) :
19      F_g ← F_g ∪ aggregation functions defined by a
20    R_g ← compute aggregations F_g on grouped data d_g
21    for analyzer a ∈ A with grouping_cols(a) = g :
22      if can_share_scans(a) :
23        s_a ← compute state for a from R_g
24      else:
25        s_a ← compute state on grouped data d_g
26        s_a ← previous state for a or 0
27        m_a ← compute metric from s_a ⊕ s_a
28        add (a, s_a, m_a) to result
```

The following code depicts the actual implementation of the analyzer. This analyzer can be shared within scans and therefore has to specify its required aggregation functions. In the first aggregation, we cast the column values to 1 or 0 depending on whether they are NULL or not, and sum these up, which gives us the number of non-null values in the column to investigate. The second aggregation function simply counts the number of rows. In the fromAgg method, we pick the results of the aggregations from the overall aggregation result and return a CState. Finally, we can compute the completeness metric by dividing the number of non-null values by the overall number of rows.

```scala
case class Completeness(column: String) extends ScanShareableAnalyzer[CState] {
  def aggregationFunctions(): Seq[Column] =
    sum(col(column).isNotNull.cast(LongType)) ::
    count(column) :: Nil

  def fromAgg(r: Row, offset: Int): Option[CState] =
    CState(r.long(offset), r.long(offset + 1))

  def computeMetricFrom(state: Option[CState]): Option[DoubleMetric] =
    state.map { cState => DoubleMetric{
      cState.numNonNull.toDouble / cState.count }
  }
}
```

This implementation pattern works for a large number of analyzers which only require the execution of a set of aggregation functions over the data (even for more exotic cases such as approximate cardinality estimation with hyperloglog sketches [10]). However, a special case are analyzers which require to group the data by particular columns (e.g., to compute the unique value ratio of a column). The state here corresponds to a vector of cardinalities of the contained values and the addition function needs to be able to merge such vectors via outer joins. These joins are costly in presence of a large number of distinct values. The metrics for which this is required is shown in the lower part of Table I.

Algorithm for Optimized Execution. Enabling scan-sharing for the analyzers provides us with the building blocks for optimizing the execution of a set of analyzers. The resulting algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1 and attempts to minimize the number of passes over the data. The algorithm is given a set of analyzers to execute and schedules them as follows: First, we focus on the subset of analyzers which does not require us to group the data. We collect the aggregation functions from all such analyzers that support scan sharing (line 4) and combine these into a single query which we execute in line 5. Next we compute the states from either the pre-computed aggregation result (line 8) or from the data (in line 10) in case the analyzer does not support scan sharing. Finally, we load and add potentially existing states and compute the final metric for the analyzer in lines 11 to 13. Next, we identify all required sets of grouping columns for the remaining analyzers and repeat the execution scheme for all analyzers that require the same grouping columns (lines 14 to 29). A difference is that we first need to execute a group by query and count the resulting values in line 16 before we execute the analyzers, where we again apply scan sharing.

IV. RELATED WORK

Declarative definitions of data quality standards are well-established [6–8], and an integral part of every database management system in the form of integrity constraints. Our differential approach is related to view maintenance in data warehouses [1] and builds upon well understood algebraic properties for aggregation functions [4, 11]. Domain-specific sanity checks and explicit data validation components are

actively researched as well in the upcoming field of data management for machine learning [2], [3], [13], [15].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate Deequ on a dataset of 54,504,410 reddit comments with 22 attributes from May 2015 obtained from Kaggle\footnote{https://www.kaggle.com/reddit/reddit-comments-may-2015}. We partition the data into 14 different partitions by the week day of the comment creation as well as by the binary controversy attribute which indicates whether a particular comment was controversial.

We profile the data and generate two tests. The first basic test asserts that the columns created_utc, week_day, ups, downs, id, name, subreddit_id, link_id, subreddit, author, controversy and parent_id are complete and that removal_reason has less than 5% non-null values. Additionally, it checks that created_utc, week_day, ups, downs and controversy are integer typed values, evaluates a range constraint on week_day and controversy, and tests whether the approximate cardinality of subreddit and subreddit_id is within the approximation error of the true cardinality. Finally, it evaluates a constraint stating that the 90th percentile of ups must be less than 10. Note that all these constraints can be evaluated in a single scan over the data. The second advanced test is an extended version of the basic test and evaluates additional constraints on the unique value ratio and exact cardinality of subreddit and subreddit_id as well as the cardinality of their combination. Note that the advanced test requires us to group the data multiple times.

We execute our evaluation on an Elastic MapReduce cluster in AWS with 4 workers (c4.xlarge instances) running Apache Spark 2.2 and HDFS 2.7.3 using the emr 5.8.2 profile.

Benefits of Optimized Execution. We first evaluate the benefits of our proposed algorithm for executing a large number of analyzers (Algorithm \ref{alg:deequ}). We execute both the basic test and the advanced test with and without the optimized execution and repeat this for cached inputs. We measure the number of Spark jobs and stages scheduled and depict the results in Figure \ref{fig:optimized-execution}. We observe the expected reduction in the number of passes over the data (due to scan sharing) compared to the naive execution. We encounter a ten-fold reduction for the basic test (which does not require a grouping of the data) and a factor of four less jobs for the advanced test which groups the data several times. We also observe a huge reduction in the number of corresponding Spark stages which is larger in cases where the data is not cached (which we attribute to the fact that Spark’s query optimizer has better statistics about the data when it has been cached).

Benefits of Differential Computation. In the next set of experiments, we evaluate differential computation in the three different scenarios outlined in Section \ref{sec:scenario} append-only growth of a dataset, replacement of partitions in a partitioned dataset and metrics for different combinations of a partitioned table. We run the basic and advanced test for every scenario, and compare differential computation (with states stored on HDFS) to recomputation from scratch (both with optimized execution activated). We repeat every experiment 5 times and report the mean runtime.

Scenario 1: Append only. In the first experiment, we mimick a growing dataset by adding the two partitions for each weekday in every run. We compare the differential computation which updates a persisted state based on the new partition to the full recomputation of all metrics for every version of the dataset\footnote[3]{We presented a similar experiment in our previous work \cite{14}, which we repeat here to showcase that our new algebraic model subsumes the special case formulation provided previously.}. Figure \ref{fig:append-only} illustrates the resulting runtimes. We observe the expected behavior: In case of full recomputation, the runtime grows linearly with the size of the dataset, while the runtime is roughly constant for the differential computation, where we operate on a constantly sized new partition in each run.

![Figure 2. Reduction in the number of Spark jobs and stages by our optimized execution in comparison to naive sequential execution.](image1)

![Figure 3. Constant runtime for differential computation on growing data (compared to linear growth with the data size in the case of full recomputation).](image2)
test. The resulting runtimes for the updates are shown in Figure 4. We see that the differential approach can quickly amortize the overhead of the initial computation by enabling cheap updates: Each update can be computed in a fraction of the time it takes to recompute the metrics for the whole table. For the basic test this fraction is about one quarter, while it is about a third in the case of the advanced test. The higher cost for the latter is due to the joins required to merge the states.

Fig. 4. Reduction in runtime of the re-computation of dataset metrics after a partition has changed.

Scenario 3: Different ‘views’ of a dataset. In our final experiment, we execute the tests on four different combinations of partitions: (a) we first evaluate them for each weekday individually, (b) then or all non-controversial comments, and afterwards for two weekday-controversiality combinations ((c) and (d)). We compare full recomputation against the differential approach, which computes states for all partitions once and aggregates the partitions states for the combinations afterwards. The initial computation takes 64 seconds for the basic test and 159 seconds for the advanced test. The results in Figure 5 show that, while the initial computation of the states per partition is costly, it enables us to afterwards execute tests on combinations of partitions almost instantly (e.g., in less than a second for the basic test).

Fig. 5. Runtime for test execution on several different combinations of partitions for differential and full-recomputation.

We conclude that the differential approach enables a different asymptotic behavior in the case of growing data, where its runtime scales with the size of the additional delta (and not the overall data size). For cases where partitions change or where we are interested in a certain combination of partitions, the differential approach enables a trade-off for users. While it requires computation of the individual states for all partitions once, it subsequently enables much faster tests: We observed a runtime decrease by a factor of four and three in the case where a partition changed and we encountered near instant computation of metrics on selected combinations of partitions.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a formal algebraic computation model for differential metrics computation based on monoid properties. We described how to implement common data quality metrics in this model and outlined an algorithm for the optimized execution of a large set of data quality operators, while still enabling the aggregation of existing states. In an experimental evaluation, we showcased a reduction in the number of Spark jobs by our execution algorithm and a decrease in runtime for computing metrics on growing datasets, for updating table metrics under data changes and for computing metrics on different combinations of partitions. A limitation of our approach is that it only operates on disjoint partitions and therefore cannot handle cases like upserts of partitions. This would however require us to track states on a record level rather than a partition-level, which incurs substantial overhead.

In future work, we aim to investigate additional improvements for the optimized execution of complex metrics computation, e.g., to re-use intermediate results and to make automated decisions on materializing grouping results. Additionally, we aim to apply our differential approach to the generation of training data for anomaly detection algorithms.
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